THE MANIPULATION OF GENES

Techniques for cleaving DNA and splicing it into a carrier molecule make it possible to transfer genetic information from one organism to an unrelated one. There the DNA replicates and expresses itself.

by Stanley N. Cohen

Mythology is full of hybrid creatures such as the Sphinx, the Minotaur and the Chimera, but the real world is not; it is populated by organisms that have been shaped not by the union of characteristics derived from very dissimilar organisms but by evolution within species that retain their basic identity generation after generation. This is because there are natural barriers that normally prevent the exchange of genetic information between unrelated organisms. The barriers are still poorly understood, but they are of fundamental biological importance.

The basic unit of biological relatedness is the species, and in organisms that reproduce sexually species are defined by the ability of their members to breed with one another. Species are determined and defined by the genes they carry, so that in organisms that reproduce asexually the concept of species depends on nature’s ability to prevent the biologically significant exchange of genetic material—the nucleic acid DNA—between unrelated groups.

The persistence of genetic uniqueness is perhaps most remarkable in simple organisms such as bacteria. Even when they occupy the same habitat most bacterial species do not exchange genetic information. Even rather similar species of bacteria do not ordinarily exchange the genes on their chromosomes, the structures that carry most of their genetic information. There are exceptions, however: There are bits of DNA, called plasmids, that exist apart from the chromosomes in some bacteria. Sometimes a plasmid can pick up a short segment of DNA from the chromosome of its own cell and transfer it to the cell of a related bacterial species, and sometimes the plasmid and the segment of chromosomal DNA can become integrated into the chromosome of the recipient cell. This transfer of genes between species by extrachromosomal elements has surely played some role in bacterial evolution, but apparently it has not been widespread in nature. Otherwise the characteristics of the common bacterial species would not have remained so largely intact over the huge number of bacterial generations that have existed during the era of modern bacteriology.

In 1973 Annie C. Y. Chang and I at the Stanford University School of Medicine and Herbert W. Boyer and Robert B. Helling at the University of California School of Medicine at San Francisco reported the construction in a test tube of biologically functional DNA molecules that combined genetic information from two different sources. We made the molecules by splicing together segments of two different plasmids found in the colon bacillus Escherichia coli and then inserting the composite DNA into E. coli cells, where it replicated itself and expressed the genetic information of both parent plasmids. Soon afterward we introduced plasmid genes from an unrelated bacterial species, Staphylococcus aureus, into E. coli, where they too expressed the biological properties they had displayed in their original host; then, applying the same procedures with John F. Morrow of Stanford and Howard M. Goodman in San Francisco, we were able to insert into E. coli some genes from an animal: the toad Xenopus laevis.

We called our composite molecules DNA chimeras because they were conceptually similar to the mythological Chimera (a creature with the head of a lion, the body of a goat and the tail of a serpent) and were the molecular counterparts of hybrid plant chimeras produced by agricultural grafting. The procedure we described has since been used and extended by workers in several laboratories. It has been called plasmid engineering, because it utilizes plasmids to introduce the foreign genes, and molecular cloning, because it provides a way to propagate a clone, or line of genetically alike organisms, all containing identical composite DNA molecules. Because of the method’s potential for creating a wide variety of novel genetic combinations in microorganisms it is also known as genetic engineering and genetic manipulation. The procedure actually consists of several distinct biochemical and biological manipulations that were made possible by a series of independent discoveries made in rapid succession in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s. There are four essential elements: a method of breaking and joining DNA molecules derived from different sources; a suitable gene carrier that can replicate both itself and a foreign DNA segment linked to it; a means of introducing the composite DNA molecule, or chimera, into a functional bacterial cell, and a method of selecting from a large population of cells a clone of recipient cells that has acquired the molecular chimera.

In 1967 DNA ligases—enzymes that can repair breaks in DNA and under certain conditions can join together the loose ends of DNA strands—were discovered almost simultaneously in five laboratories. A DNA strand is a chain of nucleotides, each consisting of a deoxyribose sugar ring, a phosphate group and one of four organic bases: adenine, thymine, guanine and cytosine. The sugars and phosphates form the backbone of the strand, from which the bases project. The individual nucleotide building blocks are connected by phosphodiester bonds between the carbon atom at position No. 3 on one sugar and the carbon atom at position No. 5 on the adjacent sugar. Double-strand DNA, the form found in most organisms, consists of two
DNA LIGASE is an enzyme that repairs "nicks," or breaks in one strand of a double-strand molecule of DNA (top). A strand of DNA is a chain of nucleotides (bottom), each consisting of a deoxyribose sugar and a phosphate group and one of four organic bases: adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G) and cytosine (C). The sugars and phosphates constitute the backbone of the strand, and paired bases, linked by hydrogen bonds (broken black lines), connect two strands. The ligase catalyzes synthesis of a bond at the site of the break (broken colored line) between the phosphate of one nucleotide and the sugar of the next nucleotide.

chains of nucleotides linked by hydrogen bonds between their projecting bases. The bases are complementary: adenine (A) is always opposite thymine (T), and guanine (G) is always opposite cytosine (C). The function of the ligase is to repair "nicks," or breaks in single DNA strands, by synthesizing a phosphodiester bond between adjoining nucleotides [see illustration above].

In 1970 a group working in the laboratory of H. Gobind Khorana, who was then at the University of Wisconsin, found that the ligase produced by the bacterial virus T4 could sometimes catalyze the end-to-end linkage of completely separated double-strand DNA segments. The reaction required that the ends of two segments be able to find each other; such positioning of two DNA molecules was a matter of chance, and so the reaction was inefficient. It was clear that efficient joining of DNA molecules required a mechanism for holding the two DNA ends together so that the ligase could act.

An ingenious way of accomplishing this was developed and tested independently in two laboratories at Stanford: by Peter Lobban and A. Dale Kaiser and by David Jackson, Robert Symons and Paul Berg. Earlier work by others had shown that the ends of the DNA molecules of certain bacterial viruses can be joined by base-pairing between complementary sequences of nucleotides that are naturally present on single-strand segments projecting from the ends of those molecules: A's pair with T's, G's pair with C's and the molecules are held together by hydrogen bonds that form between the pairs. The principle of linking DNA molecules by means of the single-strand projections had been exploited in Khorana's laboratory for joining short synthetic sequences of nucleotides into longer segments of DNA.

The Stanford groups knew too that an enzyme, terminal transferase, would catalyze the stepwise addition, specifically at what are called the 3' ends of single strands of DNA, of a series of identical nucleotides. If the enzyme worked also with double-strand DNA, then a block of identical nucleotides could be added to one population of DNA molecules and a block of the complementary nucleotides could be added to another population from another source. Molecules of the two populations could then be annealed by hydrogen bonding and sealed together by DNA ligase. The method was potentially capable of joining any two species of DNA. While Lobban and Kaiser tested the terminal-transferase procedure with the DNA of the bacterial virus P22, Jackson, Symons and Berg applied the procedure to link the DNA of the animal virus SV40 to bacterial-virus DNA.

The SV40 and bacterial-virus DNA molecules Berg's group worked with are closed loops, and the loops had first to be cleaved to provide linear molecules with free ends for further processing and linkage [see illustration on opposite page]. (As it happened, the particular enzyme chosen to cleave the loops was the Eco RI endonuclease, which was later to be used in a different procedure for making the first biologically functional gene combinations. At the time, however, the enzyme's special property of producing complementary single-strand ends all by itself had not yet been discovered.)

The cleaved linear molecules were treated with an enzyme, produced by the bacterial virus lambda, called an exonuclease because it operates by cutting off nucleotides at the end of a DNA molecule. The lambda exonuclease chewed back the 5' ends of DNA molecules and thus left projecting single-strand ends that had 3' termini to which the blocks of complementary nucleotides could be added. The next step was to add, with the help of terminal transferase, a block of A's at the 3' end of one of the two DNA species to be linked and a block of T's at the 3' ends of the other species. The species were mixed together. Fragments having complementary blocks at their ends could find each other, line up and become annealed by hydrogen bonding, thus forming combined molecules. To fill the gaps at the 5' ends of the original segments the investigators supplied nucleotides and two more enzymes: exonuclease III and DNA polymerase. Finally the nicks in the molecules were sealed with DNA ligase.

The method of making cohesive termini for joining DNA molecules in the first successful genetic-manipulation experiments was conceptually and operationally different from the terminal-transferase procedure. It was also much simpler. It depended on the ability of one of a group of enzymes called restriction endonucleases to make complementary-ended fragments during the cleavage of DNA at a site within the molecule, instead of requiring the addition of new blocks of complementary nucleotides to DNA termini.
Viruses grown on certain strains of *E. coli* were known to be restricted in their ability to grow subsequently on other strains. Investigations had shown that this restriction was due to bacterial enzymes that recognize specific sites on a "foreign" viral DNA and cleave that DNA. (To protect its own DNA the bacterial cell makes a modification enzyme that adds methyl groups to nucleotides constituting the recognition sites for the restriction endonuclease, making them resistant to cleavage.) Restriction endonucleases (and modification methylases) are widespread in microorganisms for making them resistant to cleavage. During the early 1970's the nucleotide sequences at the cleavage sites recognized by several re-
Restriction endonucleases were identified. In every instance, it developed, the cleavage was at or near an axis of rotational symmetry: a palindrome where the nucleotide base sequences read the same on both strands in the 5'-to-3' direction (see illustration below).

In some instances the breaks in the DNA strands made by restriction enzymes were opposite each other. One particular endonuclease, however, the Eco RI enzyme isolated by Robert N. Yosimori in Boyer’s laboratory in San Francisco, had a property that was of special interest. Unlike the other nucleases known at the time, this enzyme introduced breaks in the two DNA strands that were separated by several nucleotides. Because of the symmetrical, palindromic arrangement of the nucleotides in the region of cleavage this separation of the cleavage points on the two strands yielded DNA termini with projecting complementary nucleotide sequences: “sticky” mortise-and-tenon termini. The Eco RI enzyme thus produced in one step DNA molecules that were functionally equivalent to the cohesive-end molecules produced by the complicated terminal-transferase procedure.

The experiments that led to the discovery of the capabilities of Eco RI were reported independently and simultaneously in November, 1972, by Janet Mertz and Ronald W. Davis of Stanford and by another Stanford investigator, Vittorio Sgaramella. Sgaramella found that molecules of the bacterial virus P22 could be cleaved with Eco RI and would then link up end to end to form DNA segments equal in length to two or more viral-DNA molecules. Mertz and Davis observed that closed-loop SV40-DNA molecules cleaved by Eco RI would reform themselves into circular molecules by hydrogen bonding and could be sealed with DNA ligase; the reconstituted molecules were infectious in animal cells growing in tissue culture. Boyer and his colleagues analyzed the nucleotide sequences at the DNA termini produced by Eco RI, and their evidence confirmed the complementary nature of the termini, which accounted for their cohesive activity.

In late 1972, then, several methods were available by which one could join double-strand molecules of DNA. That was a major step in the development of a system for manipulating genes. More was necessary, however. Most segments of DNA do not have an inherent capacity for self-replication; in order to reproduce themselves in a biological system they need to be integrated into DNA molecules that can replicate in the particular system. Even a DNA segment that can replicate in its original host was not likely to have the specific genetic signals required for replication in a different environment. If foreign DNA was to be propagated in bacteria, as had long been proposed in speculative scenarios of genetic engineering, a suitable vehicle, or carrier, was required. A composite DNA molecule consisting of the vehicle and the desired foreign DNA would have to be introduced into a population of functional host bacteria. Finally, it would be necessary to select, or identify, those cells in the bacterial population that took up the DNA chimeras. In 1972 it still seemed possible that the genetic information on totally foreign DNA molecules might produce an aberrant situation that would prevent the propagation of hybrid molecules in a new host.

Molecular biologists had focused for many years on viruses and their relations with bacteria, and so it was natural that bacterial viruses were thought of as the most likely vehicles for genetic manipulation. For some time there had been speculation and discussion about using viruses, such as lambda, that occasionally acquire bits of the E. coli chromosome by natural recombination mechanisms for cloning DNA from foreign sources. It was not a virus, however, but a plasmid that first served as a vehicle for introducing foreign genes into a bacterium and that provided a mechanism for the replication and selection of the foreign DNA.

A ubiquitous group of plasmids that confer on their host bacteria the ability to resist a number of antibiotics had been studied intensively for more than a decade. Antibiotic-resistant E. coli isolated in many parts of the world, for example, were found to contain plasmids, designated R factors (for “resistance”), carrying the genetic information for products that in one way or another could interfere with the action of specific antibiotics [see “Infectious Drug Resistance,” by Teutomu Watanabe; SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, December, 1967]. Double-strand circular molecules of R-factor DNA had been separated from bacterial chromosomal DNA by centrifugation in density gradients and had been characterized by biochemical and physical techniques [see “The Molecule of Infectious Drug Resistance,” by Royston C. Clowes; SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, April, 1973].

In 1970 Morton Mandel and A. Higa of the University of Hawaii School of Medicine had discovered that treatment of E. coli with calcium salts enabled the bacteria to take up viral DNA. At Stanford, Chang and I, with Leslie Hsu, found that if we made the cell membranes of E. coli permeable by treating them with calcium chloride, purified R-factor DNA could be introduced into them [see illustration on opposite page]. The R-factor DNA is taken up in this transformation process by only about one bacterial cell in a million, but those few cells can be selected because they live and multiply in the presence of the antibiotics to which the R factor confers resistance, whereas other cells die. Each transformed cell gives rise to a clone that contains exact replicas of the parental plasmid DNA molecules, and so we reasoned that plasmids might serve as vehicles for propagating new genetic information in a line of E. coli cells.

In an effort to explore the genetic and molecular properties of various regions of the R-factor DNA we had begun to take plasmids apart by shearing their DNA mechanically and then transforming E. coli with the resulting...
fragments. Soon afterward we began to cleave the plasmids with the Eco RI enzyme, which had been shown to produce multiple site-specific breaks in several viruses. It might therefore be counted on to cleave all molecules of a bacterial plasmid in the same way, so that any particular species of DNA would yield a specific set of cleavage fragments, and do so reproducibly. The fragments could then be separated and identified according to the different rates at which they would migrate through a gel under the influence of an electric current.

When the DNA termini produced by Eco RI endonuclease were found to be cohesive, Chang and I, in collaboration with Boyer and Helling in San Francisco, proceeded to search for a plasmid that the enzyme would cleave without affecting the plasmid's ability to replicate or to confer antibiotic resistance. We hoped that if such a plasmid could be found, we could insert a segment of foreign DNA at the Eco RI cleavage site, and that it might be possible to propagate the foreign DNA in E. coli.

In our collection at Stanford there was a small plasmid, pSC101, that had been isolated following the mechanical shearing of a large plasmid bearing genes for multiple antibiotic resistance. It was less than a twelfth as long as the parent plasmid, but it did retain the genetic information for its replication in E. coli and for conferring resistance to one antibiotic, tetracycline. When we subjected pSC101 DNA to cleavage by Eco RI and analyzed the products by gel electrophoresis, we found that the enzyme had cut the plasmid molecule in only one place, producing a single linear fragment. We were able to join the ends of that fragment again by hydrogen bonding and reseal them with DNA ligase, and when we introduced the reconstituted circular DNA molecules into E. coli by transformation, they were biologically functional plasmids; they replicated and conferred tetracycline resistance.

The next step was to see if a fragment of foreign DNA could be inserted at the cleavage site without interfering with replication or expression of tetracycline resistance and thus destroying the plasmid's ability to serve as a cloning vehicle. We mixed the DNA of another E. coli plasmid, which carried resistance to the antibiotic kanamycin, with the pSC101 DNA. We subjected the mixed DNA to cleavage by Eco RI and then to ligation, transformed E. coli with the resulting DNA and found that some of the transformed bacteria were indeed resistant.

PLASMID DNA can be introduced into a bacterial cell by the procedure called transformation. Plasmids carrying genes for resistance to the antibiotic tetracycline (top left) are separated from bacterial chromosomal DNA. Because differential binding of ethidium bromide by the two DNA species makes the circular plasmid DNA denser than the chromosomal DNA, the plasmids form a distinct band on centrifugation in a cesium chloride gradient and can be separated (bottom left). The plasmid DNA is mixed with bacterial cells that are not resistant to tetracycline and that have been made permeable by treatment with a calcium salt. The DNA enters the cells, replicates there and makes the cells resistant to tetracycline.
FOREIGN DNA is spliced into the pSC101 plasmid and introduced with the plasmid into the bacterium Escherichia coli. The plasmid is cleaved by the endonuclease Eco RI at a single site that does not interfere with the plasmid's genes for replication or for resistance to tetracycline (top left). The nucleotide sequence recognized by Eco RI is present also in other DNA, so that a foreign DNA exposed to the endonuclease is cleaved about once in every 4,000 to 16,000 nucleotide pairs on a random basis (top right). Fragments of cleaved foreign DNA are annealed to the plasmid DNA by hydrogen bonding of the complementary base pairs, and the new composite molecules are sealed by DNA ligase. The DNA chimeras, each consisting of the entire plasmid and a foreign DNA fragment, are introduced into E. coli by transformation, and the foreign DNA is replicated by virtue of the replication functions of the plasmid.
ant to both tetracycline and kanamycin. The plasmids isolated from such transformants contained the entire pSC101 DNA segment and also a second DNA fragment that carried the information for kanamycin resistance, although it lacked replication functions of its own. The results meant that the pSC101 could serve as a cloning vehicle for introducing at least a nonreplicating segment of a related DNA into E. coli. And the procedure was extraordinarily simple.

Could genes from other species be introduced into E. coli plasmids, however? There might be genetic signals on foreign DNA that would prevent its propagation or expression in E. coli. We decided to try to combine DNA from a plasmid of another bacterium, the pIL258 plasmid of Staphylococcus aureus, with our original E. coli plasmid. The staphylococcal plasmid had already been studied in several laboratories; we had found that it was cleaved into four DNA fragments by Eco RI. Since pIL258 was not native to E. coli or to related bacteria, it could not on its own propagate in an E. coli host. And it was known to carry a gene for resistance to still another antibiotic, penicillin, that would serve as a marker for selecting any transformed clones. (Penicillin resistance, like combined resistance to tetracycline and kanamycin, was already widespread among E. coli strains in nature. That was important; if genes from a bacterial species that cannot normally exchange genetic information with the colon bacillus were to be introduced into it, it was essential that they carry only antibiotic-resistance traits that were already prevalent in E. coli. Otherwise we would be extending the species' antibiotic-resistance capabilities.)

Chang and I repeated the experiment that had been successful with two kinds of E. coli plasmids, but this time we did it with a mixture of the E. coli plasmid pSC101 and the staphylococcal pIL258: we cleaved the mixed plasmids with Eco RI endonuclease, treated them with ligase and then transformed E. coli. Next we isolated transformed bacteria that expressed the penicillin resistance coded for by the S. aureus plasmid as well as the tetracycline resistance of the E. coli plasmid. These doubly resistant cells were found to contain a new DNA species that had the molecular characteristics of the staphylococcal plasmid DNA as well as the characteristics of pSC101. The replication and expression in E. coli of genes derived from an organism ordinarily quite unable to exchange genes with E. coli represented a breach in the barriers that normally separate biological species. The bulk of the genetic information expressed in the transformed bacteria defined it as E. coli, but the transformed cells also carried replicating DNA molecules that had molecular and biological characteristics derived from an unrelated species, S. aureus. The fact that the foreign genes were on a plasmid meant that they would be easy to isolate and purify in large quantities for further study. Moreover, there was a possibility that one might introduce genes into the easy-to-grow E. coli that specify a wide variety of metabolic or synthesizing functions (such as photosynthesis or antibiotic production) and that are indigenous to other biological classes. Potentially the pSC101 plasmid and the molecular-cloning procedure could serve to introduce DNA molecules from complex higher organisms into bacterial hosts, making it possible to apply relatively simple bacterial genetic and biochemical techniques to the study of animal-cell genes.

Could animal-cell genes in fact be introduced into bacteria, and would they replicate there? Boyer, Chang, Helling and I, together with Morrow and Goodman, immediately undertook to find out. We picked certain genes that had been well studied and characterized and were available, purified, in quantity: the genes that code for a precursor of the ribosomes (the structure on which proteins are synthesized) in the toad Xenopus laevis. The genes had properties that would enable us to identify them if we succeeded in getting them to propagate in bacteria. The toad DNA was suitable for another reason: although we would be constructing a novel biological combination containing genes from both animal cells and bacteria, we and others expected that no hazard would result from transplanting the highly purified ribosomal genes of a toad.

Unlike the foreign DNA's of our earlier experiments, the toad genes did not express traits (such as antibiotic resistance) that could help us to select bacteria carrying plasmid trimers. The tetracycline resistance conferred by pSC101 would make it possible to select transformed clones, however, and we could then proceed to examine the DNA isolated from such clones to see if any clones contained a foreign DNA having the molecular properties of toad ribosomal DNA. The endonuclease-generated fragments of toad ribosomal DNA have characteristic sizes and base compositions; DNA from the transformed cells could be tested for those characteristics. The genes propagated in bacteria could also be tested for nucleotide-sequence homology with DNA isolated directly from the toad.

When we did the experiment and analyzed the resulting transformed cells, we found that the animal-cell genes were indeed reproducing themselves in generation after generation of bacteria by means of the plasmid's replication functions. In addition, the nucleotide sequences of the toad DNA were being transcribed into an RNA product in the bacterial cells.

Within a very few months after the first DNA-cloning experiments the procedure was being used in a number of laboratories to clone bacterial and animal-cell DNA from a variety of sources. Soon two plasmids other than pSC101 were discovered that have a single Eco RI cleavage site at a location that does not interfere with essential genes. One of these plasmids is present in many copies in the bacterial cell, making it possible to "amplify," or multiply many times, any DNA fragments linked to it. Investigators at the University of Edinburgh and at Stanford went on to develop mutants of the virus lambda (which ordinarily infects E. coli) that made the virus too an effective cloning vehicle. Other restriction endonucleases were discovered that also make cohesive termini but that cleave DNA at different sites from the Eco RI enzymes, so that chromosomes can now be taken apart and put together in various ways.

The investigative possibilities of DNA cloning are already being explored intensively. Some workers have isolated from complex chromosomes certain regions that are implicated in particular functions such as replication. Others are making plasmids to order with specific properties that should clarify aspects of extrachromosomal-DNA biology that have been hard to study. The organization of complex chromosomes, such as those of the fruit fly Drosophila, is being studied by cloning the animal genes in bacteria. Within the past few months methods have been developed for selectively cloning specific genes of higher organisms through the use of radioactively labeled RNA probes; instead of purifying the genes to be studied before introducing them into bacteria, one can transform bacteria with a heterogeneous population of animal-cell DNA and then isolate those genes that produce a particular species of RNA. It is also possible to isolate groups of genes that are expressed concurrently at a particular stage in the animal's development.

The potential seems to be even broader. Gene manipulation opens the pros-
pect of constructing bacterial cells, which can be grown easily and inexpensively, that will synthesize a variety of biologically produced substances such as antibiotics and hormones, or enzymes that can convert sunlight directly into food substances or usable energy. Perhaps it even provides an experimental basis for introducing new genetic information into plant or animal cells.

It has been clear from the beginning of experimentation in molecular cloning that the construction of some kinds of novel gene combinations may have a potential for biological hazard, and the scientific community has moved quickly to make certain that research in genetic manipulation would not endanger the public. For a time after our initial experiments the pSC101 plasmid was the only vehicle known to be suitable for cloning foreign DNA in E. coli, and our colleagues asked for supplies with which to pursue studies we knew were of major scientific and medical importance. Investigators normally facilitate the free exchange of bacteria and other experimental strains they have isolated or developed, but Chang and I were concerned that manipulation of certain genes could give rise to novel organisms whose infectious properties and ecological effects could not be predicted. In agreeing to provide the plasmid we therefore asked for assurance that our colleagues would neither introduce tumor viruses into bacteria nor create antibiotic-resistance combinations that were not already present in nature; we also asked the recipients not to send the plasmid on to other laboratories, so that we could keep track of its distribution.

When still other cloning vehicles were discovered, it became apparent that a more general mechanism for ensuring experimental safety in gene-manipulation research was advisable. The groundwork for such control had been established earlier: the National Academy of Sciences had been urged to consider the "possibility that potentially hazardous consequences might result from widespread or injudicious use" of these techniques and had asked Paul Berg to form an advisory committee that would consider the issue. Berg too had been concerned about the potential hazards of certain kinds of experimentation for some years, and had himself decided to abandon plans to try to introduce genes from the tumor virus SV40 into bacteria because of the possible danger if the experiment were successful.

Berg brought together a number of investigators, including some who were then directly involved in molecular cloning, in the spring of 1974. In a report released in July and in a letter to leading professional journals the members of the committee expressed their "concern about the possible unfortunate consequences of indiscriminate application" of the techniques and formally asked all investigators to join them in voluntarily deferring two types of experiments (which had, as a matter of fact, been avoided by informal consensus up until that time). Experiments of Type I involved the construction of novel organisms containing combinations of toxin-producing capabilities or of antibiotic-resistance genes not found in nature. Type 2 experiments involved the introduction of DNA from tumor viruses or other animal viruses into bacteria; the committee noted that "such recombinant molecules might be more easily disseminated to bacterial populations in humans and other species, and might thus increase the incidence of cancer or other diseases."

The Academy committee was concerned largely because of our inability to assess the hazards of certain experiments accurately before the experiments were undertaken. Guidelines for safety had long been available in other areas of potentially hazardous research, such as studies involving known disease-causing bacteria and viruses, radioactive isotopes or toxic chemicals. Because of the newness of the microbial gene-manipulation methods, no such guidelines had yet been developed for work in this area; however, there was the possibility that potentially hazardous experiments might proceed before appropriate guidelines could be considered and implemented. We recognized that most work with the new methods did not and would not involve experiments of a hazardous nature but we recommended the deferral of Type I and Type II experiments until the hazards were more carefully assessed, until it was determined whether or not the work could be undertaken safely and until adequate safety precautions were available. The committee also proposed that an international meeting be held early in 1975 to consider the matter more fully.

Such a meeting was held in February at the Asilomar Conference Center near Pacific Grove, Calif. It brought together 86 American biologists and 53 investigators from 16 other countries, who spent three and a half days reviewing progress in the field of molecular cloning and formulating guidelines that would allow most types of new hereditary characteristics to be introduced into bacteria and

---

**GEL ELECTROPHORESIS** demonstrates the presence of toad DNA in chimeric plasmids. Fragments of DNA migrate through a gel at different rates under the influence of an electric current, depending on their size. Linear molecules of plasmid DNA (right) and the cleavage products of toad ribosomal DNA (left) therefore have characteristic sizes and migrate characteristic distances in a given time. The bands of DNA, visualized by a fluorescent dye, are photographed in ultraviolet. All five chimeric plasmids (center) contain a plasmid DNA molecule; in addition each chimaera includes one or more fragments characteristic of original toad DNA.
viruses safely. Invited nonscientists from the fields of law and ethics participated in the discussions and decisions at Asilomar, along with representatives of agencies that provide Federal funds for scientific research; the meetings were open to the press and were fully reported. The issues were complex and there were wide differences of opinion on many of them, but there was consensus on three major points. First, the newly developed cloning methods offer the prospect of dealing with a wide variety of important scientific and medical problems as well as other problems that trouble society, such as environmental pollution and food and energy shortages. Second, the accidental dissemination of certain novel biological combinations may present varying degrees of potential risk. The construction of such combinations should proceed only under a graded series of precautions, principally biological and physical barriers, adequate to prevent the escape of any hazardous organisms; the extent of the actual risk should be explored by experiments conducted under strict containment conditions. Third, some experiments are potentially too hazardous to be carried out for the present, even with the most careful containment. Future research and experience may show that many of the potential hazards considered at the meeting are less serious and less probable than we now suspect. Nevertheless, it was agreed that standards of protection should be high at the beginning and that they can be modified later if the assessment of risk changes.

Physical containment barriers have long been used in the U.S. space-exploration program to minimize the possibility of contamination of the earth by extraterrestrial microbes. Containment procedures are also employed routinely to protect laboratory workers and the public from hazards associated with radioactive isotopes and toxic chemicals and in work with disease-causing bacteria and viruses. The Asilomar meeting formulated the additional concept of biological barriers, which involve fastidious cloning vehicles that are able to propagate only in specialized hosts and equally fastidious bacterial strains that are unable to live except under stringent laboratory conditions.

In the past the scientific community has commonly policed its own actions informally, responding to ethical concerns with self-imposed restraint. Usually, but not always, society at large has also considered the public well-being in determining how knowledge obtained by basic scientific research should be applied. Extensive public scrutiny and open discussion by scientists and non-scientists of the possible risks and benefits of a particular line of basic research has been rare, however, when (as in this case) the hazards in question are only potential and, for some experiments, even hypothetical. As this article is being written it is still too early to know what the long-range outcome of the public discussions initiated by scientists working in genetic manipulation will be. One can hope that the forthright approach and the rigorous standards that have been adopted for research in the cloning of recombinant DNA molecules will promote a sharper focus on other issues relevant to public and environmental safety.

**HETERODUPLEX ANALYSIS** identifies regions of a toad DNA (black) that have been incorporated in a chimeric plasmid DNA molecule. DNA isolated from toad eggs and the DNA of the chimeras are denatured, then each natural double-strand molecule is split into two single strands of DNA, by alkali treatment. The toad and the chimeric DNA's are mixed together, and any complementary sequences are allowed to find each other. The toad DNA incorporated in the chimeras has nucleotide sequences that are complementary to sequences in the DNA taken directly from the animal source. Those homologous sequences remain to form heteroduplex double-strand DNA that can be identified in electron micrographs.

**PRESENCE OF TOAD DNA** in two separate chimeric plasmid molecules is demonstrated by an electron micrograph made by John F. Morrow at the Stanford University School of Medicine. As is indicated in the drawing (bottom), there are DNA strands from two plasmids and a strand of toad DNA. The micrograph shows thickened regions of DNA where nucleotide sequences are homologous and two single strands have been annealed. The toad DNA in the chimeras codes for ribosomes, and the space between the two heteroduplex regions is compatible with the spacing of multiple ribosomal genes in toad DNA.